In this paper we propose a new approximation technique within the context of meshless methods able to reproduce functions with discontinuous derivatives. This approach involves some concepts of the reproducing kernel particle method (RKPM), which have been extended in order to reproduce functions with discontinuous derivatives. This strategy will be referred as Enriched Reproducing Kernel Particle Approximation (E-RKPA). The accuracy of the proposed technique will be compared with standard RKP approximations (which only reproduces polynomials).
Introduction
Meshless methods are an appealing choice to develop functional approximations (with different degrees of consistency and continuity) without a mesh support. Thus, this kind of techniques seem to be specially appropriated for treating 3D problems involving large displacements, due to the fact that the approximation is constructed only from the cloud of nodes whose position evolve during the material deformation. In this manner neither remeshing nor fields projections are a priori required.
In order to adapt the approximation for introducing some known information associated to the searched solution different possibilities exist. The first one lies in the enrichment of standard approximations in the framework of the partition of unity (PU), originally proposed by Babuška and Melenk [3] , and which is at the origin of the partition of unity finite elements (PUFEM) [12] . Generalized finite elements (G-FEM) [15] or extended finite elements (X-FEM) [13, 16, 17, 9] are two members of this family. In the extended finite elements the approximation is locally enhanced by introducing appropriate functions describing the known behavior of the problem solution.
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The second possibility lies in the introduction of some information related to the problem solution within the approximation functional basis. For this purpose, different reproduction conditions are enforced in the construction of the approximation functions. This approach has been widely used in the context of the moving least squares approximations used in the diffuse meshless techniques [2] as well as in the element free Galerkin method [4] . Thus, all the known information related to the problem solution can be introduced in the functional approximation. Very accurate results were obtained for example in fracture mechanics by introducing the crack tip behavior into the approximation basis [6] .
In this work we propose a numerical strategy, based on the reproducing kernel particle techniques, able to construct approximation functions with discontinuous derivatives on fixed or moving interfaces. This problem was treated in the context of the partition of unity by Kronggauz et al. [10] . In our approach the size of the discrete system of equations remains unchanged because no additional degrees of freedom are introduced related to the enrichment. However, the fact of enriching the approximation implies, as shown later, a bigger moment matrix, with worse properties, but in some cases this enrichment is only local, and in any case, the moment matrix has a low dimension.
The starting point of our development is the reproducing kernel particle approximation (RKPA). The RKP approximation was introduced by Liu et al. [11] for enforcing some degree of consistency to standard smooth particle approximations, i.e. they proved that starting from a SPH (smooth particle hydrodynamics) approximation [7] it is possible to enhance the kernel function for reproducing a certain degree of polynomials. We have extended or generalized this procedure in order to reproduce any function, and more concretely, functions involving discontinuous derivatives.
Moreover, the strategy here described, can be easily coupled with a level set description of the interface location [14] (recently introduced in the framework of the extended finite elements [17] ), which allows to capture its position when it evolves in time. Thus, both the enrichment and the interface tracking are made in a transparent way for the user.
This paper consists of 6 sections, in which we summarize the reproducing kernel approximation (section 2) which allows to treat in section 3 the reproduction of a function with discontinuous derivatives. In sections 4 and 5 we describe and illustrate the properties of the resulting approximation. Finally, in section 6 we focus on a test problem which allows to conclude about the accuracy and potentiality of the proposed strategy.
